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ABSTRACT

Amateur Radio teletypewriter and computer
communication may be enhanced using a packet
radio network to time share netuork nodes,
detect and correct errors, expand geographic
coverage, and facilitate bulletin
broadcasting. The network is based on a
common channel carrier sensed multiple
access 0 persistent protocol. Application
of such an area packet radio network to
emergency and routine communication ic
northern Illinois is discussed.

INTRCDUCTION

An excellent opportunity to enhance amateur
radio communications for emergency and
routine communication is now available to
amateurs wishing to experiment with packet
radio networking. Imagine, for exan;ple,
approximately a dozen aniateurs  located
within about one or two hundred miles of
Chicago being able to carry on a half-dozen
BTTY conversations, seemingly
simultaneously, on a VHF frequency. If a
heavy storm or tornado approaches one
amateur, information concerning the storm
could be automatically relayed to tLe other
amateurs and the National Heather Service.
General interest QST's,  such as the ABBL
bulletins. could be broadcast to the group.
All this communication between amateurs who
have either Baudot or ASCII RTTY systems
running at almost any speed with error
checking and correction! Using an
inter-city land or satellite network, these
dozen hams could even com@uaicate  with other
amateurs around the country or the world.

This paper is intended to describe a
Froposed local or regional packet radio
network, with special emphasis OA the
advantages of applying packet radio
techniques to RTTY communications in
Northern Illinois for emergency and routine
communication. It is hoped that this
article, and the others referenced, will
tantalize the reader with the advantages and
opportunitie s in experimenting and
communicating using a packet radio network.

PACKET RADIO - A REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNICATION
PETWQRK

i4 Brief Tutorial Overview

Amateur radio communication has several
forms:

Casual Conversation
Point-to-Point Messages
General Amateur Bulletins
Emergency  Hessages or Warning Broadcasts
Experimentation
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Each message has a priority, an orginator,
and destination station or s ta tiotrs.
Hessages are generally standarized in
format, for example, the messages in the
National Traffic System. A protocol of
message handeling proceedures  is used to
move tbese messages through NTS

Protocol

Similarily, in this context of automated
RTTY comwnications  and repeating (packet
radio networking), a standarized format is
used for the messages. Messages are broken
into packets of' a convenient length, each
having a staridarized  format (ref. 1). Of
most interest in this generalized packet is
the following header and traliler
information:
Address - destination station (with node

GIL zip code) sending station
Priority - indicating message urgency
Sequence number of Packet - used for

message reconstruction
Checksum - eg. Cyclic Redundancy Check for

error detection

A coeplete  discussion of protocols and
packet switching is beyond the scope of this
paper. One reference (ref. 2), besides
others referenced elsewhere in this kaper,
describes protocol layers and packet
switching in a readable way. Like
structured computer ~rogramsirg  of
subroutines, layering protocols allows
increasing complexity to be implemented
while keeFing order and transparent
operation.

The Frotoccl (ref. 3) currently being used
by the KA6R 8'repeater88  and the Vancouver
Digital Communications Group (VADCG) seems
to lack provision for priori-ty message
designation and handeling. hecognition of
emergency traffic wocld  cause stations to
temporarily reduce or suspend non-emergency
traffic so that the channel would cot be
overloaded.

Network

Fackets are transmitted from station to
station through a network of nodes:
Terminal ncde - individual stations
Repeater node - simultaneous repeating node

(separate I/O freq)
Store-and-forward node - (memory at node

stores message for retransmission
on the same freq.)

The network and station protocol determining
the permissible actions or transmissions of
the Lodes will be crucial to successful
network operation (see ref.4).



Interfaces for Network

Since each message may be broken into
several packets, each with sync, header,
data, and trailer informaticn, to be sent at
high sEeed according to t.he network
Fro tocol, a computer-based interface is
needed for transmission arid reception.
Wile some amateur radio operators who
already have a computer m,ay sacrifice their
time and computer  for dedicated programming
on a packet network, most amateurs will find
a stand-alone interface board desirable for
their terminal node packet radio use. This
interface board, known as a terminal node
controller {TNC), will contain a
microprocessor with some RAM, and a
multiprotocol serial communications
coatroller  (a very smart UART), The TNC
(ref, 5, 6, and 7) has EPROH-resident
software to convert the terminal data
(almost any speed, any code, ie. ASCII or
Baudot) into the serial data following the
network protocol.

The radio used in a packet radio network
should ideally have a short turn-around
delay (less than 10 msec,) to reduce dead
time between packets and reduce colli%ions
(see ref. 4 for a detailed description of the
radio requirements), Commercially available
radios will require modifications to achieve
low turn-around delay. Typical radios may
be used, however, the 400 msec,  turn-around
time vi11 reduce message throughput.

Repeater or Store-and-Foruard Nodes

A packet radio network will generally rely
on multiple *'repeaters"  on the same
frequency to relay packets, using the store
and forward method- A store-and-forward
Lode eliminates  the need .for costly
duplexers. Ey receiving packets, and
checking the Facket for algreement  uith the
checksum, error detection may he performed.
Errors are corrected (by (all  nodes) by the
lack of an ACK acknowledgement for a packet
causing automatic resending, (In packet
radio systems, where there is multiple
contention for the channe.1,  the transmission
of a NAK for negative acknowledgement only
increases collisions with subsequent data.)

If only one %epeateP  is to be used in a
particular packet radio network, then the
conventional simultaneous retransmission
repeater may be advantageous. Such a
conventional repeater may receive greater
support by certain groups due to the
opportunity  tc repeat voice in additiot to
packets, in some cases simultaneously. In
this case the terminal nodes would ACK each
other's packet through thle repeater. A
conventional repeater does limit the network
in that multiple repeating, multiple routing
is not easily supported.

Hank Magnuski, KA6M has s'ucc
the attributes of digital re
6) :

iRct ly stated
peaters (ref.

@The repeater serves to increase
geographic range due to its advantageous
location, it d.igitally  regenerates the
packet, providing all stations tiith  a
uniform signal, it selectively repeats
only those pacikets  addressed to it,
allowing the possibility of plultiple
repeaters on the same frequency (an
advantage instead of a curse!), and its
beacon and packet-repeat facilities allow
stations to do full-loopback testing, an
invaluable resource in bringing up new
equiIcFment  and checking out
hardvare/sof  Ware modificationsP

Features of a Packet Network

.A packet radio network, like other forms of
cooperation in our society, has much more
utility as a system than the sum of its
.individual  Farts. Several important
:features  of a packet radio netourk over an
ordinary serial communication link include:
TIMA - Time Division Hultiple Access
Multiple Retransmission & dulti~le Routing
Error Checking
Global or Selectjive Broadcasting

"IDMA G CSBA

Au attractive feature of a packet radio
network is the nearly simultaneous use of
the network by several commuaica tars. The
transmission rate through the network is
chosen to be 10 to 100 times the message
generation rate. Time is divided between
various users to allow for multiple access,
hence the term Time Division Multiple
Access. For example, most people type at
about 20 to 40 words per miziute and the
Baudot tape transmissions are sent at 60 or
‘100 wpm. With a packet network operating at
1200 baud approximately 6 to 10 different
conversations may Lje on the network
%imultaneously.U~

To reduce collisions between packets,
carrier sense is implemented and to reduce
repeated collisiocs, a random delay is
allowed to pass before redry. Thus, the
rMontrea1  Packet Net (ref.4) uses a common
channel carrier sense multiple access
network with 0 persistent protocoi  (CC CSHA
0 Persistent),

Bultiple Retransmission - tiultiple  houting

With a large area Packet badio Network,
multiple repeater (store-and-forward) nodes
extend ttre radio horizon and provide for
multi@e routing capability for netwark
availability. For such a multiple repeating
network, a common channel store and forward
node is more appropriate than a conventinal
two frequency repeater. The redundancy
.inherent  in a large, multi-path network
reduces network collapse due to a single
node failure.

At some tirPe  in the future the ability to
efficiently rcute  packets along the best
path (instead of all paths) will increase
systen throughput,



Error Checking G Correction

For error reduction, packet radio net works
generally use an acknowledgement (AM) to
signify successful packet reception. If an
ACR is not received for a given packet, the
sending node continues to retransmit and
wait for an ACK for a certain number of
times- The Facket receiving node ascertaias
error-free reception by comparing the
checksum with the data in the packet, This
comparison may be do&e in software or
dedicated hardware, The CRC16 (cyclic
redundancy check) error checking scheme will
detect all errors less than 16 bits in
length, and 99% cf longer errors (ref.U),

Error correctio&  may also be implemented
Using  a scherce Similar t0 error correction
in dynamic RAH (Iiammiug codes). Additional
bits are appended to each character allowing
hardware reconstruction of the character
without resending, if only a portion of the
character was corrupted  by noise.

Global Broadcasting

Global broadcasting of messages to all
network users is enhanced in a packet radio
network since the act of relaying is
automatic, error detection and correction is
inherent, and broadcast messages may be so
coded in the header.

Examples of Packet Radio Networks

Currently, several groups are implementing
acid experimer3iag  with packet radio
networks. AZ outlined in ref. 1, the
current major groups are:

ARM. - American Radio Relay League,
NeWiAgtOA, CT

AMRAD - Amateur Radio Research &
Development Corp., washington, DC

AMSAT - Fadio Amateur Satellite
Corporation, Washington, DC

KA6rl  - Hank Hagxski  et. al., San
FranCisCO, CA

VADCG - Vancouver Auateur Digital
Communicatio&  Group, BC Canada

HAPN - Hamilton and Area Packet Network,
Ontario, Canada

A PACKET RADIO NETWORK FOR ILLINOIS

Current N. E. Illinois Emergency Network

For many years a Weather net" has been in
operation in the greater Chicago area under
the sponsorship of the NJL Illinois
Communication Association (ref. 8), The N.
El no Network (NEIL), HB9AGH, uses a
frequexlcy  of 147.06  Pliiz  simplex to transmit
ueather bulletins and ARRL bulletins at 60
upon Baudot ASK. Paper tape punched from
the ueather wire is manually placed on a
reader for transmission through a 250 watt
base station with an antenna at about 80
feet. Several hundred stations continously
copy the weather bulletins which during
severe weather occupy almost all of the
channel’s throughput.

l[he appearance of microcomputers and the
recent FCC deregulation allowin;g  ASCII has
Erornpted  Robert Uajek, WQBH, ARRL SEC, to
consider semi-automated transmassion  of
ASCII (in addition to Baudot).

operation Skywarn (ref, 9) currently relies
on voice reForts of severe weather
situations to the National Weather Service.
Since timly, accurate reports of severe
weather, such as tornados, by on-the-scene
observers, is essential in reducing damage
and saving lives, an automated, error
coerec ting multiple access network capable
of about one OX two hundred mile coverage
seems to be needed- What a perfect
application for a packet radio network! A
trained observer initiates a report
automatically broadcasted to the appropriate
network tC?EDiAdS.

Weather Telemetry

The detection, tracking, and prediction of
severe weather using atmospheric radiatiofi
from severe we(3ttlaer  (ref, 10) could be
enhanced through a packet radio network
(ref. 11). The receded telemetry LG this
system is angle, probability (ie-
intensity), and time of occurrence  for the
sferics pulses. Using several unmanned
stations scattered around the Central and
Southern UniteId  States (the Rockies to the
Appalachians), data could be collected,
coded and sent every few minutes fro& the
monitoring statiolas  uia a terrestrial or
satellite packet radio link. Data would be
col.lected  at a central processor to
triangulate occurrences, wei.gh  data
accuracy, and iafel:  expected severe weather
trerds. This information would ther; be made
available, via the network,, to any
interested party.

Other ETTY G Computer Activities in Chicago

The Chicago 0etropolatian area is home for
aany RTTY enthusiasts, some of whom use the
Chicago Area &TTY Itepeater  System (CARRS) on
144.79  - 345.31 HHa. CARRS plans to have a
mailbox systeai-

Many computer hobbies& who are also hams
live in the Chicago area. IA fact, the
Computer Bullbetin  Board System (CBBS) was
first described by two Chicagoians:  Ward
Christensen  and Randy Suessc  WB9GPM (ref.
12) .

pu ter
re
-acce

s have

ssible

IIn summaryl there is the need for aar
improved autorua tic weather data network,
potential amateur support e:rrists,  aad the
time is right for packet. rarlial
expesimentationo In fact, one logical name
for this network ~~~ould  be CAPER - The
Chicago Area Packet Emergency Radio Network
since it will be a great leap [one n;eaniog
of caper) fastlrajrd  ia message handling.
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Since CAPER may connotate  illicit activity,
a more acceptable name could be CAPS -
Chicago Area Packet radio System, Whatever
the name, we look forward to the formation
of a packet radio network and offer, in this
paper, suggestions for such a network,

Desirable Improvements  in N.E. IL Emergency
Net for ASCXI

As mentioned  above, the NE IL Net would like
to enhance the 60 wpm Baudot transmissions
by Offering  a coIBplimenta;ry  ASCXI
transmission. (It is assumed for econoraic
reasons many stations will elect to retain
their existing Baudot reception systems and
will resist conve.rsion  to a packet radio
network,) While surplus 1'10 baud Teletype
model 33@s are available for a modest $100
to $400 expenditure, not much is gained by
transmitting at 1'10 baud ASCII to bardwired
machines. For the present Baudot machine
owners, this money would probably be better
spent on a packet radio terminal node
controller board. (It is a well known fact
that hams are cheap, or a% least are being
squeezed by inflation like everyone else-)

For the few hundred dollars an ASCII machine
costs, the RTTY ham is probably better off
purchasing a terminal node controller  if a
packet radio network is available. En fact,
the VADCG style TK boards could provide
even more utility and value for the BF RTTY
amateurs, A straight ASCXX to Baudot and
Eaudot to ASCII code and speed Converter,
without packet generation, could be
programmed if not already available.

Briefly, the desirable improvewznts  proposed
for the NE IL Emergency Net are:
- TIIO way autoinated  cosmu.nication
- Wider area coverage, especially to the

Uest from where storms originate
- fioutine  ham-to-ham communication  ts

encoucage  packet node construction
- Iligher throughput, ie. eEnergency

bulletins should be flashed at several
times the 60 QUU speed

- Priority queueing and handling of
messages

- Bulletin board service for bulleting  and
messages

- A regional packet radio network using
protocol compatable w.ith  other area and
the eventual worldwide HF and satellite
ABSAT International Computer Network
(AMICON)

- A protocol compatable with the VADCG  TNC
board for si@e amateur
implementatio:Q, simplified software
upgrade by EPEiOH  replacement, and
protocol offIcading  tta a dedicated
processor/interface

- Simplified store-and-forward node
implementatiou  by amateurs at Bheir
home stations

- Two way link with present Baudot users
(features of the packg?t radio network
available through a standard,
non-packet, Baudot AFSK VHF station)

- Cperation  of the statearj.de  Common Chancel
C a r r i e r  S e n s e  fiultiple  A c c e s s  0
Pwzistent  retwork or, a 2M FM simplex

frequency using  1200 baud Bell 202
compatable modems, 2H FH use wuld be
initially encouraged to ease the
transition to packet,  ultimately  2.20
bJHz may be bastter due to diesense,
specturm crovding, etc,

Priority Queueing and TranSUiSSiOn

The literature on packet radio networking as
applied to amateur: and HDLC VLSI chip
implementation seem to ignore priority
queueing  and transmission, Uhile
compatability  with the Intel $273, 8274, and
Western Digital 1933 is commendable, ue
wonder if and how high priority packets
should be handled? For example, a message
"Tornado spotted alt 3 Ptl in Southvest Suburb
headed N.E. at 30 mph Ifi should hzive  priority
over almost every other packet on a network
and new low priori.ty  packets should not be
introduced to the network until the
emergency has passed. Possibly priority
5juecreing  is more appropriately implemented
at a different protocol layer (ref. 131, ie.
layer 2. Intranet, end-to-end rather than
the layer 0, line control or li3pr 1.
Intranet, node-to-node. As an example@
priority queueing of certain messages is
used in the SITA wrlduide airline
reservation Detwork. (ref, 14).

Individual Ham Station Implementation

Ihe above list contains advantages of packet
radio implesentation  while at the same time
illustrating the camplexity of the aetwork
implementation. Fortunately, each ham does
not need to be an expert computelr  prograremer
and da%a transmission engineer,. Just s%uff
the UC printed circuit board with a
pre-programmed EPROM,  8085 micraprocessor,
and the other support parts. Procure or
build a 12OQ  baud modem (au fox you RTTY
fans) and use almost any terminal,

Needed FCC Removal of ResQric%i.ons

1% would seem to us that. the FCC should be
called upon to remove several restrictive
regulations to promote packet radio
networks.

I- The requirement for a CU 10 should be
dropped as long as the cal.lsign  is sent
in a common code eg, Baudot or ASCII

-m The restriction on codes other than
Baudot or ASCII should be dropped
(excepting ca.Llsign) to aI.lou
synchronous data

.m The requirement of a control.  operator
present at a istation engaged,  in digital
communication should be dropped to
allow unattended acknowledgements for
received messages, and radio ztccessable
Computerized fiulletin  Board Systems

Pxket radio networking will tre,mendously
exlharace  communications in the Greater
Chicago and Illinoj-s  area. The :need  for
more re.hiable, automated emergency
communication is great, We look forward to
receiving ccmments  at the Computer
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lJetuorking  Ccaference and estab1 ishiag
diaglogue with  interested  amateuSSSI
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